South Wales

Further to the notice in last month’s Greenkeeper, the branch’s summer golf tournament and evening lecture at Royal Portmarnock will take place on Monday July 28 and not July 29 as previously announced.

Full details of the day, which is to be sponsored by Rigby Taylor, can be had by contacting Bruce Jamieson (tel: 0656 771820), David Lynn (065671 1307), Mike Wilson (0654 3708) or Raymond Hunt (0656 771335).

The cost for EIGGA members is £9.50 - guests £11. For members wishing to attend the lecture only, there is no charge.

The branch is to hold a two-day educational seminar at the Abbey Hotel, Malvern, Worcestershire on November 1-2. Speakers, most of whom will be greenkeepers, are being sought.

Malvern is located in a picturesque part of the country and with its relatively central location close to the motorway network, it is hoped that members from other EIGGA branches will attend.

Raymond Hunt.

North-West

The joint EIGGA/BGGA caravan at the Southport show proved a success with all present having an enjoyable time entertaining many visitors. Many thanks to everyone concerned, especially Terry Adamson for the caravan and all his hard work.

The golf match at Chester was won by the hosts 4½ - ½. Well done Dave Lucas and Len Sproston for gaining half a point!

Thanks again to the captain and secretary for the use of the course and clubhouse and congratulations Len for the excellent condition of the course.

Guy Cannings.

Kent

The next golf meeting will be at Canterbury GC on Thursday July 24, starting at 3pm. It would help if those wishing to play could give me a call on Whitstable 266089 beforehand.

The other golf meeting is at Cobtree Manor on September 9. More details later.

Our big event this year will be a one-day seminar at Broome Park on October 15. At the time of writing, the following speakers are expected – Nick Park, Jack McMillan, Martin Hawtree, Chris Mardon and Walton Heath secretary Bill McRea.

All are giving up their time to talk, so please let’s have a full house. The seminar we held at Broome Park was our biggest success to date and this year’s event could well be a sell out, so when you receive your ticket application form, reply promptly.

Starting at 9.30 for ten, with morning coffee and a hot lunch, the cost is £12. There will be a discount of ten per cent for clubs that pay for their entire greenstaff to attend.

Please make a note of all these dates in your diary. More news of Kent greenkeeping next month.

John Atkins.

---

ELMWOOD COLLEGE, CUPAR, SCOTLAND.

Take the first step towards becoming a REGISTERED GREENKEEPER by attending a block-release programme of study in GREENKEEPING AND GROUNDSMANSHIP (Leading to the SCOTVEC National Certificate).

We also conduct distance learning/block-release courses in GREENKEEPING AND GROUNDSMANSHIP SUPERVISORY STUDIES Leading to the SCOTVEC Certificate 673 Part III level.

(One week only will be spent in college).

Details and Application Forms from The Registrar. Telephone: 0334 52781.
TOO many misleading statements are being made about the use of fertilizers on fine turf and especially suggestions that there is no agreement by scientists on what fine turf requires. This is partly caused by the different demands on different grasses and what applies to golf greens does not apply to football pitches.

Some of this controversy is being created by those seeking to increase the sale of fertilizers, who are (rightly, from their viewpoint) concerned about the very low turnover on fertilizer sales made to golf courses and who deny all the evidence available about the harmful results on the quality of the turf by excessive use of the wrong type of fertilizer.

It must be clearly understood that we are concerned in golf greenkeeping primarily with two fine turf species *Agrostis* and *Festuca* and ‘all the rest are weeds.’ An incontrovertible fact is that the fertilizer usage of those golf clubs with golf courses and who have the whole of the science and practice of greenkeeping is based, is that the vegetative cover of any area in the temperate zones of the world is governed by two factors. One is the soil itself, its physical and chemical characteristics. The second is the management, both natural – e.g. rainfall – and applied, to which that soil is subjected.

If those natural conditions that occur where fine turf dominates are altered, the grass type alters rapidly in response. Such alteration can be very varied from the effects of traffic to the application of fertilizers.

The basic tenet of greenkeeping, which is beyond argument, is that if those conditions that are found wherever fine turf is the dominant vegetative cover are copied, then fine turf will dominate. The basic factors that are the only ones common to such widely varying ecological environments as acid moorland and alkaline limestone heath and downland; tidally flooded salt marshes and arid sandy links; thin acid sandy heathland and heavy clay parkland, in all of which *Agrostis* and *Festuca rubra* form the largest part of the turf cover, are very low soil fertility, particularly in regard to basic nutrients, such as phosphate and potash, coupled with no impediment to deep root development (in other words, free draining and uncompacted soils).

The same fine grasses grow just as well on acid as alkaline soils, on all soil types from sand to clay and over a wide range of soil moisture contents, provided soils are well aerated, drained and low in phosphate and potash.

One fact beyond debate is that annual meadow-grass (*Poa annua*) is the cause of most problems in greenkeeping. Whether its dominance is avoidable or preventable, may be more subject to debate (though many good greenkeepers claim to have this pernicious and ubiquitous weed under control).

What is unarguable is that this variable, but basically short-lived species, may give good playing conditions in the few months when it is growing actively, but (as we have seen all too often in the poor growing conditions this spring, with a very delayed start to growth) it is quite incapable of producing tolerable surfaces under winter conditions – and the winter of ’85/’86 extended from October to May.

Soft, thatchy, sickly, diseased, uneven, foot-printed, slow, soggy putting surfaces, suffering from wear and winter die back, are succeeded by prolific seedling and drought and wear susceptibility. Panic remedial measures are too often merely aggravate the problem.

The link between *Poa annua* invasion or dominance and the application of phosphatic and potassic fertilizers has been reported for at least 65 years and known for many years before that.

The following two quotes are taken from literature:

‘Annual bluegrass (*Poa annua*) invasion was favoured by P and K fertilization and the effect of one was enhanced by the other.’ (D.V. Waddington, T.R. Turner, J.M. Duich and E.L. Moberg 1978).

‘Phosphorus applications significantly increased *Poa annua* in all plots. Phosphorus interacted with nitrogen by increasing *Poa annua* populations at all N levels, although intermediate levels of N in all combinations with P caused greater increases in *Poa annua* than plots without P.’ (R.L. Goss, S.E. Brauen and S.P. Orton 1975).

A bibliography is given at the end of this article (see page 15).

One incontrovertible elementary principle, on which the whole of the science and practice of greenkeeping is based, is that the vegetative cover of any area in the temperate zones of the world is governed by two factors. One is the soil itself, its physical and chemical characteristics. The second is the management, both natural – e.g. rainfall – and applied, to which that soil is subjected.

If those natural conditions that occur where fine turf dominates are altered, the grass type alters rapidly in response. Such alteration can be very varied from the effects of traffic to the application of fertilizers.

The basic tenet of greenkeeping, which is beyond argument, is that if those conditions that are found wherever fine turf is the dominant vegetative cover are copied, then fine turf will dominate. The basic factors that are the only ones common to such widely varying ecological environments as acid moorland and alkaline limestone heath and downland; tidally flooded salt marshes and arid sandy links; thin acid sandy heathland and heavy clay parkland, in all of which *Agrostis* and *Festuca rubra* form the largest part of the turf cover, are very low soil fertility, particularly in regard to basic nutrients, such as phosphate and potash, coupled with no impediment to deep root development (in other words, free draining and uncompacted soils).

The same fine grasses grow just as well on acid as alkaline soils, on all soil types from sand to clay and over a wide range of soil moisture contents, provided soils are well aerated, drained and low in phosphate and potash.
Alter those conditions - for example, by compaction in a track across fine fescue links turf, or increasing fertility, with rabbit scalds as well as NPK fertilizers, and in comes Poa annua, which can only be kept out by the more desirable perennial finer textured grasses if 'fertility' is kept very low. This simple logic does not seem to be within the powers of understanding of those involved in selling fertilizers.

It is fully accepted that the actual minimal levels of phosphate and potash have not yet been fully assessed. What is beyond argument is that by far the bulk of golf greens (and fairways) in the UK show far too high phosphate and potash levels and over many years there has been no known reported case of fine turf being damaged by deficiencies of these elements.

Investigations in 1982 at Bingley (reference the Journal Of The Sports Turf Research Institute, volume 61, pages 136-140) of soil sample analysis results from 1,800 golf greens showed that, even by agricultural ratings, virtually all soils were far too high in phosphate and potash levels. Less than five per cent showed phosphate levels lower than 60 ppm and there is considerable corroboration from analysis of good-quality golf greens that a figure as low as 30 ppm is more than adequate.

No less than 27 per cent of all results showed figures for phosphate in excess of 330 ppm. Similar figures were obtained with potash and the picture with bowling greens was even more exaggerated. Similar data has been produced in West Germany.

There is no argument about nitrogen being essential, but some disagreement, perhaps, regarding the amounts required, though all would agree on the value of slow-release sources.

This link between high phosphate and potash levels and Poa annua dominance has been known all this century, yet fertilizer manufacturers have turned a Nelsonian eye to published research. From the earliest days, even before the First World War, Dr C.M. Murray, working in the winter rainfall areas of South Africa, had observed and reported on this link.

Norman Hackett, whose crusade in the early twenties against the agricultural influences that have bedevilled greenkeeping all this century finally resulted in the establishment of the Research Station in 1929, then the Board of Greenkeeping Research and, since 1951, the Sports Turf Research Institute - backed then, as now, by the Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews - wrote hundreds of reports to golf clubs condemning the use of phosphate and potash, advising the use of nitrogen only.

Much corroborative evidence of the increase of Poa annua in relation to phosphatic and potassic fertilizer applications was available from the trial plots at Bingley, started in 1929. Published in 1975, an eight-year research programme at Washington State University, (Goss, Brauen and Orton) proved that combinations of phosphate at all nitrogen levels increased Poa annua in bent grass putting green turf and, incidentally, that high sulphur levels reduced Poa annua.

Acid theory

This is the basis of the old acid theory based on sulphate of ammonia and iron, which came into disrepute in the 1930s due to over-enthusiastic applications without correcting associated aeration and irrigation problems. Acidification locks up available phosphates and it is this that reduces the Poa annua.

Conversely, we can deduce from US research into the management of Poa annua turf (USGA report on Poa annua management: Michigan State University Agricultural Experiment Station report number 352 April 1978) that the cultural programme to support a healthy Poa annua turf must be based on moderately high levels of soil phosphorus and especially high potash.

Botanical analyses published in the Journal Of The Sports Turf Research Institute, volume 57, pages 41-48 show severely decreasing Agrostis and Festuca rubra percentages in the composition of fine turf with increasing applications of phosphate and potash (see figures 1 and 2).

It must be clearly understood that all these comments are made in relation to golf greenkeeping and not to sports turf based on, for example, perennial ryegrass and to normal (not 'sandy only') greens construction.

Space must be devoted briefly to contentions that trace elements play an important role in fine turf management. Whether this is true or not, it is certain that supplies of such micronutrients do not need to be supplied in fertilizer form.

It is very debatable whether any golf greens have ever shown any mineral deficiency of macro, let alone micronutrients, as most micronutrients are supplied in conventional fine turf fertilizers, such as dried blood and hoof and horn, and/or top dressing, though they certainly have been starved of air and light and, less commonly, of water (though by far the biggest problem with irrigation was in excessive applications).

It could be claimed that fine turf owes its existence to toxic chemicals! In 1980, H.W. Woolhouse wrote: 'It may seem a trifle odd to suggest that some of the finest scenery in Western Europe owes its existence to metal toxicity, but it is a fact that much of our heath and moorland exists on soils where the concentration of pure aluminium would be toxic to crop plants.'

Most of our best golf courses were laid out on land so basically infertile that it could not be used agriculturally and, yet, many farmers and agricultural advisers have spent all their energies trying to destroy such 'infertile' conditions - and where they have succeeded, they have also destroyed those very grasses that make our best courses. It is no accident that annual meadow-grass is greenkeeping's worst enemy and the most difficult weedgrass to control.

There is a vast library of statements by noted scientists, agronomists and enthusiastic observers all this century, including such names as Professor Sir George Stapledon of pre-war Aberystwyth grassland research fame, who have contended that good agricultural grassland husbandry and sound greenkeeping are diametrically opposed in aims and, therefore, methods.

'Ask a farmer - or agricultural adviser - what to do and then go and do exactly the opposite' is a saying that goes back to the 1920s. In fact, greenkeeping has

Continued overleaf...
been bedevilled by the influence of farmers and advisers who, stimulated by the need for increased production during two world wars, found out how to increase grass (and crop) yields by liming and the use of NPK fertilisers and promptly, and wrongly, applied the same principles to greenkeeping, automatically destroying the very grasses that made good turf for golf.

Always remember we are not looking for a crop of silage or hay, but a fine textured sward giving tight lies. It was the inability of most greenkeepers to control agricultural influences by imposing their own knowledge and skills on well-meaning amateurs and vested trade interest pointed firmly in the wrong direction that caused the cyclic disasters and recoveries that have bedevilled greenkeeping all this century.

Today, better education and the rise of a highly professional body of men at the top of the greenkeeping profession, backed by the crowd of skilled and trained young men thrusting up from below, gives us hope that, at last, greenkeeping will be controlled by those who know their grasses and their management.

Too many trade-inspired greenkeeping articles are based on totally wrong deductions, inaccurate observations and confusion with agricultural high-level grassland production methods.

No-one denies the need for nitrogen and especially slow-release nitrogen. The only debate is on how little is needed in golf greenkeeping. Remember, perennial ryegrass has no place on any golf course, so we are not concerned in golf with the different demands of this 'agricultural' species.

Too many claims are made that fine turf suffers from manurial deficiencies – when, in reality, these deficiencies are of air! Traffic and resultant compaction and wear are the most serious current greenkeeping problems.

**Botany**

Claims are made by some fertilizer manufacturers that phosphate and potash must be applied, using elementary primary school botany to 'prove' that, without phosphate and potash, plants are stunted or will die. Yet the low levels needed by fine turf (millions of acres growing naturally in temperate zones, including our own links lands, moorlands, downland and heathland, which have never received any manurial applications) can be more than adequately supplied from the levels in the soil, even where such levels may be depleted by removal of cuttings or as liveweight increase in grazing animals.

No-one advises or uses (or should use) NPK autumn fertilizers, even if low in nitrogen, on any golf course – they merely increase disease and annual meadow-grass. Their use is condemned by all right-minded advisers.

Sadly, the whole problem is affected by the influence of other factors, notably the desire to present courses in lush technicolour for televised tournaments and the inability of too many golfers to evaluate good playing conditions when they are presented to them.
Too many equate colour with quality.

One is reminded of the true story from this very adverse spring of a lady member of a Scottish links club who complained about the bleached colour of the greens to the head greenkeeper. "Madam, if you'd spent all winter lying out in the open as my greens have, you'd be a bit bleached, too," came the reply!

Of course, there are many other factors causing Poa annua dominance than the use of P and K fertilizers, but two wrongs do not make a right. Obviously, deep, regular aeration, sensible routine top dressing (in the growing season only) and controlled irrigation are essential aids to fine turf management.

Sarcastic statements in a recent article by the director general of the Fertilizer Manufacturers' Association that, 'as far as is common known, no phosphate fertilizer contains seeds of Poa annua' are wasted on the ears of skilled greenkeepers who have controlled Poa annua within the meaning of the act on their greens and have greens as good in early spring, as well as winter, as in the peak growing periods (the only time when Poa annua gives good putting surfaces) - and often in very marked contrast to adjoining courses, with Poa annua dominated greens in appalling condition.

We will only get better golf greens and better greenkeeping universally in this country when all concerned accept that the needs of fine turf grasses are diametrically opposed to those of productive agricultural species. As one eminent botanist said, "It amazes me that fertilizer manufacturers think they know better than the fine grasses what those species need, when these grasses have been grown for millions of years to adapt themselves to very low soil fertility conditions."

One can understand only too well that the trade is having a difficult time and that competition is fierce, but the crisis will not be resolved by selling more fertilizers to golf courses. Diversification is one solution. No business can thrive on false standards and erroneous investigations. Estimates of the number of golf courses are widely exaggerated. Few of those in good order or sensibly managed use more than £250 per annum of fertilizer (nitrogen only) as such. Many will use less. It simply does not represent a market that will solve the problems of fertilizer manufacturers facing a recession in agricultural consumption (some would say gross over-usage to create surplus production at the cost of the destruction of soil structure and the countryside). So much harm can be done so quickly for so little profit and, as some have already seen, at the risk of losing their reputation for knowledge, as well as integrity.

Correct manural treatment of golf greens is no less important than correct mechanical treatment and correct irrigation practices and is still very significant. All the evidence supports what has been known by good greenkeepers all this century, that feeding should be restricted to nitrogen only - slow release certainly - and that phosphates and potash are needed in such small amounts that the needs of fine grasses are already oversupplied (often grossly so) in 99 per cent of all British golf greens and fairways.

It is fully admitted, however, that not all advisers have condemned the use of often horrifically high levels of P and K in golf green mixtures in the past. Research is necessarily a slow process, but work has been going on for some time to ascertain the optimum and lowest levels of basic manural elements. Meanwhile, it would seem sensible not to try to reverse or decry those basic principles that, over the past two decades, have helped to correct what were very deleterious trends towards total dominance of Poa annua, with all its inherent faults and acceptably poor winter performance. More discussion is needed, but such discussion should be with specialists and organisations with a lifetime of experience in greenkeeping advisory work. Short-lived theorists or impractical academics should not sway sound greenkeeping practices, accepted by the majority of skilled and highly professional greenkeepers and course managers. Yet no attempt was made by any party to consult with those who really know the problems from all angles and nothing is to be gained by staging public meetings primarily designed to promote sales before private discussions have helped to clarify objections on technical grounds.
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People, Places, Products

Alan Holmes.

Parkers has expanded and re-organised its sales and marketing team with the appointment of Alan Holmes as sales rep for London north east, Essex and part of Hertfordshire. He will be responsible for sales of all Parkers' products, including seeds, fertilisers and machinery.

The company has also appointed Mark Mills assistant to David Wall, sales rep for London south west and Surrey.

Parkers has established a permanent demonstration team under the management of Peter Brimmell, who was previously the rep for London south east. Paul Buxton has been appointed team demonstrator.

The team is available to golf clubs, sports clubs and local authorities and covers all aspects of the company's business - from sowing to mowing.

Hampshire County Council has invested in 16 Ford 1210 compact tractors with four-wheel drive option to team up with a new reelmower from Huxleys. The council had two Ford 1210s in use and the idea was to power match the tractor to a mid-mounted reelmower to produce the ideal grasscutting unit, replacing the dedicated self-propelled mowers already in operation. Due to demand for a mid-mounted reelmower, Huxleys developed the TR84M hydraulically-powered model with a 7ft cutting width.

An Iseki TX 2140 hitched to a 1.25 ton capacity tipping trailer was introduced to the industry at the Royal Show. The versatility of the Iseki tractor is shown with the added mid-mounted mower attachment. To complement the smaller range, Iseki has been previewing its SX tractors recently.

The Daily Telegraph Golf Course Guide To The British Isles covers over 1,900 courses. Each entry details the type and length of course, how to get there, green fees, catering and hotel facilities, etc.

Donald Steel of the Sunday Telegraph and, indeed, the designer of a number of courses listed, describes some of the more notable courses with his tips and preferences.

Available from the Telegraph Bookshop, 130 Fleet Street, price £4.95, or by post from Telegraph Publications, 135 Fleet Street, London EC4P 4BL (post free).

This year, Kubota has attended Hirex, BGLA, SED, Muck '86, Pig Fair and National Drainage - all shows directed at specific markets.

The interest in Kubota products, mini excavators, compact tractors, power products and engines has proved to the company that attendance at this type of show is worthwhile.

SISIS has made Ian Camp sales manager. Based at head office in Macclesfield, he will also be involved in the company's export markets.

Gordon Argo moves to the new position of product liaison manager and will be responsible for the testing of new machines and their transition from development to production.

Malcolm Gilbert has left SISIS in London and the southeast and customers should now contact T. Parker and Sons at Worcester Park (Tel: 01-337 7791), Dennis Lumley (0483 233086) or head office (0622 26363).

Ian Camp.
RICHARD VEITCH

VERTI-DRAIN

CONTRACTOR

Last Autumn we verti-drained the following clubs: Alton, Basingstoke, Calicot, Camberley, Cornhampton, Downshire, East Berks, Guildford, Goring & Streatley, Hartley Wintney, Henley, Littleham, Maidenhead, North Oxford, Porters Park, Sonning, Southfields, Tylney Park, West Hill, Wentworth, Windlemere, and Weston Turville.

(And they’re booking again for this autumn!)

SCOTLAND – THIS IS YOUR YEAR!

£500.00 for 18 greens or £250.00 per day.

Our second machine will be operating at Rosemount, Gailles, Killermont, Windyhill and Panmure — and we’re hoping for more so, MAKE THAT CALL!

BRACKNELL (0344) 424081 (24 HOURS)

farmura

Liquid Organic Fertilisers

FARMURA SPORTSTURF
Encourages establishment of grass seed, root development, tillering, and a thick sward without a flush of growth. Makes available locked up nutrients in the soil and increases soil bacteria count (Archer Report).
Uses — Re seeding, Golf Courses, Sports Pitches, Racecourses, Bowling Greens, Cricket Wickets, land reclamation, ecologically sensitive areas.

FARMURA GREEN
Farmura with the addition of iron and a wetting agent for immediate colour.
Uses — Golf Greens, Bowling Greens, Tennis Courts, Lawns etc. Formulated for fine turf, Farmura Green is also available in a formulation for more extensive areas to special order — for example Golf Fairways, Racecourses.

FARMURA N
Where a programme calls for low input of major nutrients these can be supplied ready mixed.
Uses — Low input management programmes, land reclamation.

For detailed information, contact your distributor or Farmura Ltd, Stone Hill, Egerton, Kent.
Tel: Egerton (023376) 241

Use of Farmura Products leads to lasting improvement and cost benefits.
1976-1986 Ten years of Research and Service to Turf

We've built more courses than anyone else put together...
for new constructions, alterations or improvements on your course...

GOLF LANDSCAPES LTD.

ASHWELLS ROAD
BENTLEY, BRENTWOOD
ESSEX. CM15 9SR

Telephone: (0277) 73720
Telex: 995215 GOLF LG

The proven experience in the field
for construction, drainage and irrigation
Rolawn, the turf growers, has been harvesting orders for some prestigious locations recently. The company, which has over a thousand acres of purpose-grown turf throughout the country, has supplied turf to Wimbledon from its Yorkshire base, the Chelsea Flower Show from its unit in Bedfordshire, as well as the National Trust for Scotland and the new Cloister Gallery extension to the Tate Gallery in London.

Rolawn began in Elvington ten years ago and is now the largest turf-grower in Europe, selling over two million square yards a year. The company undertakes a continuous programme of research into soil, seed mixtures and turf maintenance. Managing director Ken Dawson is a committee chairman of the American Sod Producers’ Association.

At the Stoke Garden Festival, the British Association of Landscape Industries chose Rolawn for its feature garden. It can also be seen on TV for, as well as appearing anonymously in commercials for cat food and fertilisers, it was used on BBC 2’s Gardeners’ World recently, on Central’s Gardening Time and for Granada’s much-publicised croquet lawn.

Eric Staniforth, who has been managing director of SISIS since 1971 and 51 years with the company, retired recently. He has relinquished the managing directorship, but remains a director and will act as deputy chairman in support of D. B. Hargreaves, the chairman.

Eric began as an apprentice to the founder William Hargreaves in 1935, only three years after the formation of the company, known then as W. Hargreaves & Co.

His career progressed through the production side of the business which, at the time, involved the manufacture of tennis and netball posts before Mr Hargreaves began the development of turf management tools and machines following a visit to the Board of Greenkeeping Research at Bingley.

Eric moved to the drawing office, where he began his successful design career. Machines were mainly pedestrian at first, with even horse-drawn spikers, progressing through engine-powered and tractor-operated designs to the present-day Hydromain System, which utilises the machine and operator weight to maximise depth of aeration.

He was awarded an MBE in his 50th year of service.

Roger Hargreaves and J. William Hargreaves have been appointed joint managing directors.
BURGY ST. EDMUNDS
GOLF CLUB
HEAD
GREENKEEPER
After 28 years at the Club our Head Greenkeeper will be retiring in August 1987. We are looking for a suitably qualified first assistant to run in tandem with him for a period of up to 12 months, gradually assuming full responsibility for all aspects of the management of the course.
Accommodation available.
Salary for discussion.
Written applications to:
The Secretary,
Bury St. Edmunds Golf Club,
Tut Hill,
Fornham All Saints,
Bury St. Edmunds,
Suffolk. IP28 6LG

GOLF LANDSCAPES LIMITED
are one of the leading specialists in golf course playing field and landscapes construction, drainage and irrigation, both nationally and internationally. They are currently recruiting

CONTRACT SUPERVISORS
Applicants should have had experience in contracting or greenkeeping at site management level, and/or be qualified with specialist degree or national diploma.
An attractive salary package, together with company transport will be provided.
Those wishing to apply should send personal details in confidence to:
HOWARD SWAN – DIRECTOR
GOLF LANDSCAPES LIMITED
ASHWELLS ROAD
BENTLEY, BRENTWOOD
ESSEX CM15 9SR

SALISBURY & SOUTH WILTS GOLF CLUB
require
HEAD GREENKEEPER
Applications are invited from suitably qualified persons with experience in all aspects of golf course management including the operation and maintenance of modern machinery, and with proven ability in the management of staff.
There are two courses, and 18 and a 9 hole and a major programme of improvements is planned for completion during our Centenary Year in 1988.
Salary by negotiation. Housing assistance possible.
Written applications stating age, qualifications and experience to:
The Secretary
Salisbury & South Wilts Golf Club
Netherhampton Road
Salisbury
Wiltshire SP2 8PR

MORECAMBE GOLF CLUB LTD.
(18 Hole Course)
invite applications for the post of
HEAD GREENKEEPER
From persons of proven ability with suitable qualifications and experience in all aspects of course maintenance, who have a thorough knowledge of machinery maintenance and also the ability to direct and motivate staff.
Salary negotiable — no accommodation.
Applicants should apply in writing with full C.V. to:
The Secretary
Morecambe Golf Club Ltd.,
Bare, Morecambe,
Lancashire. LA4 6AJ
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Selsdon Park Hotel requires an experienced and knowledgeable person to carry the overall responsibility of developing and maintaining the adjoining 200 acre Championship Golf Course. The successful applicant will be aged between 30-45 years and hold formal qualifications together with a proven track record of golf course greenkeeping including the maintenance of traditional and sand-based greens.

Responsibilities will include both supervising and working alongside our existing team of greenkeepers, also the controlling of specialist sub-contractors who are regularly employed.

Salary is negotiable according to experience. After two years service fringe benefits would include non-contributory pension scheme, sickness benefit, BUPA and life assurance. Married accommodation can be provided in a lodge within the grounds.

Applicants should be available to take up this challenging appointment on 1st September, 1986.

Please apply in writing together with a C.V. and recent photograph to:

Mr. J. D. Aust, FHCIMA,
Managing Director,
Seldon Park Hotel, Sanderstead, South Croydon, Surrey. CR2 8YA